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Le Flour Boutique is a women’s clothing boutique founded by Ollivia Macha 
in 2015. Located in Grand Rapids and Mount Pleasant, MI, Le Flour Boutique, 

provides timeless trendy pieces.

Mission Statement: 
We waste too much money on clothes that go out of style as quickly as 

they came in. So we hand-select classic pieces sourced from trusted designers
 to ensure you remain timeless through every passing trend.”

 



MAnnequin # 1

Before

After

With the previous styled mannequin
not quite fitting the surrounding 
merchandised fixtures, I decided
to go with a more pleasing color 
story with a floral midi dress and 
brown mules. Complimenting the
floral shirt (highlighted above) and 
jeans on the two-way.  



MAnnequin # 2
Before

With the previous mannequin being very boring and lacking
style, I chose to select more interesting garment pieces to 
not only sell more merchandise, but to bring more pleasing 
visual interest to the center of the floor with a layered look.
  After



MAnnequin # 3

Before
After

With the lack of merchnadise within
the store, it was very challenging to
decide which pieces to put on this 
mannequin all while maintaining a 
contsistent color story with the 
surrounding pieces. So I chose to
stick with the same flowy look of the 
previous garment, but a different 
style of dress and color.  



MAnnequin # 4
Before

Again with the lack of product within the store, I was limited
in garment pieces that were diverse in colors and styles. 
Instead, I chose to utilize the off the shoulder shirt, that was a
sales item and great for the summer, along with some cool
denim jeans that were torn at the ankles.  

After
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The following pieces have been gathered 
from Le Fleur Boutique and utilized to

showcase 4 potential looks from the
products in the store.  
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Bohemian Chic

=
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Boho Cute

Girls Day Out

Daytime Frenzy 

A DAY OF 
SUNSHINE AND 
RELAXATION WITH
A FLOWY BOHEMIAN 
BLOUSE & PLATFORM
SANDALS

THE EVERYDAY 
OUTFIT WITH 
FLORALS AND
A YELLOW
LIGHTWEIGHT
JACKET 

THE ULTIMATE 
GIRLS DAY OUT 
WITH PASTEL 
COLORS AND 
A STYLISH
WEDGE

TAKE ON A 
SUMMER MUSIC 
FESTIVAL WITH THIS
STYLISH AND FREE
SHORTS AND 
T-SHIRT 



Re-merchandised wall 
& Fixture Displays
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Before

The interesting thing about the two-ways within the 
store was that they were not connected, but in two 
separate pieces. But, despite this I still managed to set 
up the garments in a way that clearly showcased to 
the customer that the two-�xtures were one. 

As you can see in the before picture, the color story
is very strong and consistent with not just the 
garments on the racks, but the mannequin. Still 
wanting to keep a strong color story, I tried to 
select my garment pieces based o� components 
within the dress of the mannequin. 



After
Still sticking to the color story, I went with a neutral base 
with the matching linen blazer and shorts, pairing it with a 
blue blouse underneath that was similar to the blue within 
the �oral dress. And on the other part of the two-way, 
I chose a dark color jean, that would go perfectly with the 
blazer and shirt. Providing the customer with two ways to
pair garments. 
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Before

After

With the lack of items in the store, I chose 
rearrange some of the merchandise in way
that mixed up the clothing pieces in the store
but still looked pleasing. Utilizing one new 
garment piece, the bohemian brown blouse, I 
took that and paired it with light colored jeans 
and added an extra blouse for another garment 
option with the jeans. 
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Before

After

With a few new items coming into the store, I wanted to quickly put them on the �oor in plain 
sight for the customer to see on one of the main �xtures in the central area of the store. 
Swopping out the white dress with the striped blazer and shorts set and adding dark colored 
jeans on the other side, I was quickly able to upsale a big ticket item to customers. 
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After
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The store lack very few accessorie items making it very challenging to remerchandise
accessorie �xtures. I was forced to utilize accessories placed one shelvings and with

clothing. As you can see in the before picture the �xtures lack merchandise, so I �lled it up more 
to make it look more pleasing and full. 

Scarf Fixture Earring Fixture
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#1

Before

After

With summer coming up, Le Fleur 
wanted to test out selling swimsuits, 
which hasn't been sold before in the 
store. 

Utilizing the most looked at wall in the store, 
I was challenged with arranging smaller pieces with the lack
of swimwear clothing, forcing me to use just a pink shirt
to bring visual interest to the wall. 



Before

After
Wa

ll 
#2

Lacking clothing ppieces I simly rearranged the items that
were removed from the wall that I put the swimsuits on, 

adding more items that continued the color story. Getting
rid of the star shor shorts and replacing them with a more 

casual short to go with the orange blouse.  
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 #1

Before

After

Not really matching a color
story,I wanted to add more 
of a consistent color story, so 
I rearranged the items in a way 
that grouped certain colors 
together. 

Still utilizing some of the previous garment pieces, I added 
maroon booties, and maroon tank tops to to make the blouse
and swimsuit pop more. on the other side,I got rid of the 
pink wedges and add pink and green bralettes. 
And straighten up the sunglasses that were 
messily scattered on the table.  



After

Before
After
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 #2
Swopping out the table will completly new 
inventory, I chose to highlight one of the 
new swimsuits as well as the popular
Mama Knows Best T-shirt. Adding green
tank tops to add a pop of color and light
colored jeans to pair with the T-shirt. Getting 
rid of the sunglass fixture,I added a table 
plant for more visual interest.
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With the simplistic aesthetics of the boutiquw
I wanted to keep the same mood and add just
a few different components to this wall display.
With a different fixture setup I went with a wooden
u-rack. While sticking with a consistent color story. 

Olive Green 
Bralette
SKU #5573-56

White Trapeze 
Dress
SKU #4467-99

White Babydoll 
Shirt
SKU #4456-00

Emerald Green
Shorts
SKU #2213-4 Ripped Cropped

Denim Jeans
SKU #1123-76



FLOOR SET
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Le Fleur Floor Plan 
*The Following is a floor plan of Le Fleur Boutique
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Utilizing a wooden chair, carpet, and a potted plant I based my clothing 
selections around these pieces. Sticking with browns, whites, and oranges. 

With the middle being an essential 
eye catching component of the store, 
I thought it would be best to reset this 
portion of the store floor. Tying in the 
overall bohemian aesthetics of the store, 
I chose to utilize props to help set the mood 
around the clothing selections. 


